
Well done! to this years  

pupils of 2022 

Another successful year 

of  studies in Art Craft & 

Design :) 



Tonal value studies  



Tonal value studies  

and observational 

drawings  



Mono print  

Observational study   





2D /3D studies   



3D  Sculpture  



Painting in oils & 

acrylics 



Clay /mixed media 



Mixed media 



Clay, Acrylics and Modroc  (mixed media) 



Some comments from our Yr. 11 Art pupils... 

‘ I really enjoyed my time at Rivers because I have 

excelled in my subjects inc Art. My work skills have 

improved significantly thanks to my teacher at Riv-

ers. My Art teacher has always motivated me to do 

my best and to succeed in life, she has always 

pushed me forward ,so thank you for helping me do 

my best ,Thankyou Jenny and Tracey’ pupil G.E  

‘I liked Art because the teachers  support 

you enough to get the work complete. 

They help you to the point where you can 

achieve it all on your own’ . pupil R.F  

‘’At the start of coming into art fresh, was really hard for 

me as I only knew how to draw cartoons. I never knew 

anything about formal elements and how to create 

things like that, and art taught me a good technique. I 

also got help by using the grid method to help me draw 

pictures and then my next piece I learned that picking 

out parts of a image and drawing it the way I see it 

helped me .I think art brings you through all key points 

and tips that main stream never taught’. pupil D.Sw  

‘I really enjoyed GCSE Art, I learned 

how to draw portraits and miss 

taught me loads of new techniques 

that I never knew before’ Pupil M.M  

‘This year I done many pieces of work. I 

found some pieces challenging and others 

not, for example the Monet painting I cre-

ated. I enjoyed my art lessons they were 

fun and the teachers are very helpful if was 

stuck with my work’. pupil  J.H  


